
Characterization of eddies from automated algorithms

Mesoscale eddies in the Western Mediterranean Sea: 

characterization from altimetry and a regional model

Conclusions
 Automated eddy detection methods enable eddy characterization in the Western Mediterranean Sea:

the eddies are small (25-30 km) and short-lived (13 days).

 The propagation of Algerian Eddies can be analyzed from altimetry gridded fields.

 The WMOP simulation reproduces eddies with consistent properties and thus will be used to study the

formation and propagation processes and quantify their interaction with the mean flow.
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Three eddy detection methods are applied on

altimetry gridded fields (AVISOMED08[1]) and a 20-

year high resolution simulation (ROMSWMED32[2]).
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- Discrepancies between the methods.

- Mean eddy radius around 30 km (altimetry)

and 25 km (simulation).

- Short lifespan (median 13 days).
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Hovmöller diagram of sea level anomaly (SLA)

along the known path of AE. In green, the

detected anticyclonic eddies.

- Propagating anticyclonic eddies of similar

characteristics are detected at intervals

between 6 to 24 months.

- The velocity is weak (1.8cm/s) before point #1

and increases (3.4cm/s) between #1 and #2.

- No evidence of the return path (#3 and #4).

Trajectory of an anticyclonic Algerian Eddy propagating along the Algerian coast in 2012-2013 from altimetry.

Larger number of eddies in the simulation compared to altimetry.

The spatial distribution reveals areas with high density of eddies:

- Alboran Sea and Algerian Current -> Algerian eddies (AE)

- Balearic Sea

- Northern Current (in the model)

- Between Balearic Islands and Sardinia

Lagged cross-correlation in altimetry product between the

20-year time series of SLA in the box and the SLA at each

grid point. The trajectory and propagating velocity values of

the AE are confirmed.

Hovmöller diagram for the high resolution SOCIB

WMOP hindcast model as in figure 3.

Eddies with similar characteristics are detected

and can be investigated with the model.
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Context

The presence of mesoscale

eddies in the Western

Mediterranean Sea has been

evidenced in several studies.

Satellite altimetry data and

numerical simulations are

used to characterize these

eddies and to understand their

impact on the mean circulation
and ecosystems.
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